Introduction {#s1}
============

Frequency structure (spectral composition) and temporal modulation rate are fundamental dimensions of natural sounds. The topographical representation of frequency (tonotopy) is a well-established organisational principle of the auditory system. In mammals, tonotopy is established in the receptor organ, the cochlea, and maintained as a systematic spatial separation of different frequencies in different areas of the ascending auditory pathway, and in the auditory cortex. While temporal modulation is recognised as an essential perceptual component of communication sounds such as human speech and animal vocalisations ([@bib32]; [@bib12]; [@bib38]; [@bib44]; [@bib9]; [@bib13]), its representation in the auditory system is poorly understood. In contrast to sound frequency, amplitude modulation rate is not spatially organised in the cochlea but represented in the temporal dynamics of neuronal firing patterns. However, a considerable proportion of neurons in the auditory brainstem and cortex show tuning to amplitude modulation rates (reviewed in [@bib20]). It has been proposed that temporal information in sound is extracted by amplitude modulation filter banks ([@bib10], [@bib11]) that are physiologically instantiated in the midbrain ([@bib31]). Studies in rodents ([@bib22]), cats ([@bib35]) and primates ([@bib3]) have shown that at the stage of the inferior colliculus amplitude modulation rate and frequency of sound are represented in approximately orthogonal topographical maps.

Whether the spatial organisation of amplitude modulation rate is preserved in the auditory cortex remains is debated. Data from gerbils ([@bib36]) and cats ([@bib23]) suggest a topographical map for temporal modulation rates in the auditory cortex. In cats, orthogonal gradients for modulation rate and frequency have been shown, similar to those in the inferior colliculus. However, it is not clear how such an organisation might be preserved across the multiple auditory fields of primate cortex where different fields show different orientations of the tonotopic gradient. While earlier fMRI studies in humans ([@bib14]; [@bib34]; [@bib29]) reported robust responses to a range of amplitude-modulated sounds, but no systematic organisation of rate, two more recent studies suggested an orthogonal relationship of frequency and rate in areas homologous to non-human primate auditory core ([@bib17]) and beyond ([@bib1]). Electrophysiology studies in non-human primates have shown tuning of individual neurons to different modulation rates and suggest a tendency for neurons in primary fields to prefer faster rates than neurons in field higher up the hierarchy ([@bib6]; [@bib25]): see also ([@bib20]). However, no clear topographical organisation of modulation rate across different auditory fields has been demonstrated in non-human primates.

In the current study we mapped the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) response to a wide range of amplitude modulation rates from 0.5--512 Hz applied to a broad-band noise carrier in the auditory cortex of macaque monkeys using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). This range of modulation rates covers preferred rates for cortical neurons ([@bib20]). We investigated whether the preference for specific amplitude modulation rates in neuronal ensembles is systematically represented in the auditory cortex and, if so, how such an organisation is arranged relative to the tonotopic gradients across auditory fields.

The data reveal a topographic organisation of amplitude modulation rate in the macaque auditory cortex arranged in concentric iso-rate bands that are mirror-symmetric across both hemispheres with a preference for the highest rates in the postero-medial auditory cortex at the medial border of A1 and for the lowest rates in lateral and anterior fields. This organisation results in a modulation rate gradient running approximately orthogonal to the tonotopic gradients in the auditory core fields, A1 and R.

Results {#s2}
=======

Amplitude modulation rate maps {#s2-1}
------------------------------

In a first experiment we recorded the BOLD response to amplitude-modulated broad-band noise at six different rates (0.5, 2, 8, 32, 128, 512 Hz, see also \[[@bib3]\]) across the auditory cortex of three monkeys. We generated two different maps to reveal the spatial organisation of modulation rate by projecting the data of the acquired volumes onto the cortical surface derived from the anatomical scans. In a first map (contrast map) we contrasted the response strength of the lower rate bands vs the higher rate bands to reveal the gradual change of preference for higher to lower modulation rates across the auditory cortex ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, top panels). The data corresponding to the two highest rates (512 Hz, 128 Hz) and lowest rates (2 Hz, 0.5 Hz) were combined before contrasting, while the intermediate rates were ignored (see also [@bib3]). In a second map (best-rate map), for each position in the auditory cortex, we represented the rate band that showed the strongest response. For the best-rate maps, all six individual rates were mapped ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, bottom panels). The contrast maps reveal a topography for different amplitude modulation rates with preferences for high rates consistently clustered in the postero-medial auditory cortex with the maxima at the medial border of the primary field A1 in both hemispheres of all tested animals. Preferences for low rates were located lateral, anterior and to some degree posterior to the high-rate clusters. In the areas with the maximal preference for low or high rates, the contrast between low and high rates was statistically significant (p \< 0.05) in all animals and hemispheres, corrected for multiple comparisons with family-wise error (FWE) correction over the recorded volume. The best-modulation-rate maps for the six tested rates ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, bottom) confirmed the systematic organisation of the response pattern with a topographic representation of rate arranged in approximately concentric frequency bands starting with high rates in the postero-medial auditory cortex (at least a few voxels showed a best modulation rate of 128 Hz postero-medially in 5 of 6 hemispheres) and progressing anterior, lateral and in some cases posterior to lower rates (see also the schemata in Figure 4). The highest rate (512 Hz) was hardly represented in the best-rate maps.10.7554/eLife.03256.003Figure 1.Representation of amplitude modulation rates in the auditory cortex.Top panels: map showing contrast of low vs high rates (rate contrast map) projected on rendered surfaces of the superior temporal planes in three animals (M1-3). Green arrows indicate mean gradient direction of the contrast in auditory field A1 (gradient directions derived from 2D regression; see also [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Green circles indicate the position of the centre of mass of A1. Bottom panels: map of preferred response to different rates (Best-rate map). A; anterior, P; posterior, L; left, R; right.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03256.003](10.7554/eLife.03256.003)

Frequency maps {#s2-2}
--------------

In a second experiment, we recorded the BOLD response to bandpass noise in three different frequency bands (0.5--1 kHz, 2--4 kHz, 8--16 kHz) in the same animals used in the first experiment. Based on these data, we generated contrast maps ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, top panels) and best frequency maps ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, bottom panels) for each animal similar to experiment 1. These maps confirm the well-established tonotopic pattern with multiple reversals of the frequency gradient that serve as a basis for the delineation of auditory fields in the primate auditory cortex ([@bib27]; [@bib21]; [@bib30]; [@bib5]; [@bib2]). In a further experiment, we confirmed these findings using a 'phase-encoded' design ([@bib37]; [@bib18]) in animal M1 and M2 ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Based on these frequency maps, we identified auditory fields according to [@bib15], using procedures described in [@bib30] and [@bib2], adapted by the use of T1/T2 weighted MRI data to inform on the location of the core/belt border ([@bib18]).10.7554/eLife.03256.004Figure 2.Representation of spectral frequency in the auditory cortex.Top panels: map of contrast of low vs high frequency band (frequency-contrast map) projected on rendered surfaces of the superior temporal planes in three animals (M1-3). Green arrows indicate mean gradient direction of the contrast in auditory field A1. Green circles indicate the position of the centre of mass of A1. Bottom panels: map of preferred response to different frequency bands (Best-frequency map). A; anterior, P; posterior, L; left, R; right.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03256.004](10.7554/eLife.03256.004)10.7554/eLife.03256.005Figure 3.Representation of spectral frequency in the auditory cortex derived from 'phase-encoded' experiment.Top panels: map of preferred response to nine different frequencies between 0.5--8 KHz projected on rendered surfaces of the superior temporal planes in two animals (M1, M2). Approximate border between A1 and R is marked by grey bars. A; anterior, P; posterior, L; left, R; right.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03256.005](10.7554/eLife.03256.005)

Here, we describe organisational features of these maps (summarised in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, right) which are well in line with previous studies (reviewed in [@bib4]). The anterior-posterior low to high gradient that defines the auditory core field A1 is particularly clear in the contrast maps ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, top panels). In line with previous studies in macaques, this gradient has generally a lateral-to-medial component in addition to the main anterior-posterior direction ([@bib27]; [@bib21]; [@bib2]). Similar to the situation in humans, the low frequency area that defines the border between fields A1 and R is typically wider on the lateral side compared to the medial side. The anterior high frequency area, which forms the border between the auditory fields R and RT, is typically located on the medial side of the superior temporal plane, in the depth of the circular sulcus (see also [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [@bib4]). The resulting anterio-medial direction of the main frequency gradient in R forms, in combination with gradient direction in A1, an inward inflection in the gradient axis across A1 and R, which has previously been reported in [@bib27] and [@bib21] in macaques, [@bib5] in marmosets and described in ([@bib19]; [@bib15]; [@bib4]). This directional change of the frequency gradient axis across the core fields, which is also obvious from the different mean angles of the gradients in A1 and R ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), is of particular relevance for the relationship of temporal and spectral gradients in these fields (see [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and 'Discussion').10.7554/eLife.03256.006Figure 4.Schematic representation of amplitude-modulation-rate organisation in macaque auditory cortex.Model of modulation rate organisation in context of functional-field borders and frequency reversals (left side). Schematic organisation of tonotopy with indication of main gradients for tonotopy and modulation rate in selected functional fields (right side).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03256.006](10.7554/eLife.03256.006)10.7554/eLife.03256.007Table 1.Directions and relative orientations of amplitude modulation rate and frequency gradients in selected auditory fields**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03256.007](10.7554/eLife.03256.007)AnimalHemis-phereFieldRel. angle (α) (degrees)Frequency (degrees)R^2^p-valueRate (degrees)R^2^p-valueN (vertices)**M1LA1**1371620.796\<1E-16250.636\<1E-1684**R**731550.546\<1E-16820.696\<1E-16101**M2L**1201750.927\<1E-16560.884\<1E-16154**R**1331600.803\<1E-16660.750\<1E-16103**M3L**1211640.824\<1E-16430.699\<1E-16156**R**1281750.722\<1E-16470.675\<1E-1687**Average118.7165.20.7753.20.72114.2Std dev23.38.20.1319.70.0932.5M1LR**81380.1061.40E-021200.782\<1E-1688**R**140230.3912.89E-111170.600\<1E-16107**M2L**51290.697\<1E-16800.4202.00E-09102**R**103440.4412.50E-101470.660\<1E-1693**M3L**180810.4761.40E-101000.2554.20E-0687**R**14890.6114.20E-151570.691\<1E-1673**Average117.237.30.45120.20.5791.7Std dev47.624.60.2028.70.2012.1M1LCL**161130.5772.80E-041480.5871.70E-0633**R**1131090.5163.30E-071380.2641.90E-0344**M2L**163420.5633.30E-071550.5822.00E-1240**R**102140.5525.70E-101160.559\<1E-1658**M3L**168270.7953.30E-161650.7512.60E-1448**R**15820.7064.20E-111560.7684.20E-1342**Average144.234.50.62146.30.5944.2Std dev28.839.00.1117.40.188.4**[^1]

Relative orientation of modulation rate and frequency gradients in auditory core {#s2-3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The systematic, topographic representation of amplitude modulation rate we demonstrate extends over multiple fields to form a wider concentric organisation across the entire auditory cortex in both hemispheres. If this organization is overlaid with the spectral pattern derived from experiment 2, we notice that in the auditory core areas (A1, R) the gradients for modulation rate and frequency lie approximately orthogonal to one another (illustrated in schemata of [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This arrangement is most obvious in A1 in individual animals, but the relationship generally holds for R and the adjacent lateral belt fields as well. This occurs as a consequence of the change in the direction of the tonotopic axis between A1 and R such that the tonotopic gradient follows approximately the iso- amplitude-modulation rate lines. In other words, the tonotopic axis runs anteriorly and medially in area R whilst the rate gradient runs anteriorly and laterally to preserve the orthogonal relationship. In this arrangement, the frequency reversals form spokes in the concentric organisation of the amplitude modulation rate ([Figures 1, 2, 4](#fig1 fig2 fig4){ref-type="fig"} left). However, rostral of R and caudal of A1 the orthogonality of spectral and temporal features breaks down and the gradients become more collinear and less obvious ([Figures 1, 2, 4](#fig1 fig2 fig4){ref-type="fig"} right).

In order to quantify these observations we calculated gradient directions and relative orientations based on the contrast maps for the topographies of modulation rate and frequency in the auditory core fields A1 and R using a two dimensional regression analysis as described in [@bib3]. We also calculated the relative gradients for the caudio-lateral field CL, representative for extra-core areas where the orthogonal direction breaks down. The auditory fields have been delineated based on the tonotopy reversals as described in [@bib2] and [@bib30]. The results are summarised in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and gradient directions in A1 are indicated with green arrows in [Figures 1, 2](#fig1 fig2){ref-type="fig"} overlaid on the contrast maps with a circle marking the centre of mass of field A1. The gradient directions in the individual hemispheres generally follow the schemata in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. All the calculated fields show a clear gradient. In A1, the gradient directions for rate and frequency clearly cross each other but deviate somewhat from perfect orthogonality with an average angle of 118.7 ± 22.3°. The calculated directions in field R are more variable, but also show an average relative angle for rate and frequency gradients of about 120° (117.2 ± 47.6°). In contrast, relative angles in the postero-lateral field CL are much closer to anti-parallel with 4 of 6 hemispheres showing a relative angle around 160° and higher.

Due to their sparse, non-parametric nature, the best rate/frequency maps are less suited for gradient analysis. Furthermore, in some belt fields that feature a single best frequency, no gradient can be specified. However, for comparison, we provided a respective gradient analysis of the best rate/frequency for the fields with a defined gradient in the supplementary methods ([Supplementary file 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and the gradients for A1 are highlighted on the respective maps in [Figures 1, 2](#fig1 fig2){ref-type="fig"}. In most cases, the calculated gradient directions in core areas differ little from the analysis based on the contrast maps. The resulting relative angles are also similar with means closer to 110° in core areas (108.5 ± 42.1° for A1, 112.0 ± 55.1° for R). However, the correlation values (r^2^), p values and the variance across animals and hemispheres are clearly worse, which can be attributed to the sparse nature of the data. This is particularly true for the posterior belt field CL.

Discussion {#s3}
==========

Here we demonstrate for the first time a systematic and topographic representation of amplitude modulation rate in the auditory cortex of non-human primates. Concentric bands of decreasing rates extend bilaterally from the medial auditory cortex in anterior, lateral and posterior directions. In the region of the auditory core areas, the modulation gradients cross the well-established frequency gradients in approximately perpendicular direction leading to an orthogonal representation of the temporal and spectral dimensions of sound. This organisation increasingly breaks down in extra-core auditory fields that tend to show a preference for slow rates. The topographical maps for temporal modulations are largely symmetrical across the hemispheres showing no signs of a consistent lateralisation for temporal features.

The topographical representation of stimulus attributes is a common organising principle in the brain. Apart from sound frequency, we also find it in the multiple retinotopic representations in the visual system and the somatotopic representations in the somato-sensory system. Orthogonal representations of two topographic gradients have been previously demonstrated for other stimulus dimensions in the auditory system ([@bib39]) and the visual system (e.g., [@bib42]; [@bib37]), and are predicted on theoretical considerations ([@bib40]; [@bib45]). In the current case the partial orthogonal representation might facilitate the simultaneous analysis of different dimensions of sound.

Comparison of the results to previous studies in primates {#s3-1}
---------------------------------------------------------

Previous studies that investigated the representation of amplitude-modulation rate ([@bib6]; [@bib14]; [@bib5]; [@bib34]; [@bib29]), have not reported a topographical organisation of this temporal dimension in the auditory cortex. We can only speculate why such an organisation has not been reported in these previous studies. Electrophysiology studies in other primate species have highlighted a tendency for differential responses across different auditory fields with more primary areas preferring faster rates or showing shorter latencies and areas higher up the hierarchy preferring lower rates or showing longer latencies ([@bib6]; [@bib5]). These results have been interpreted in terms of a posterior-to-anterior high-to-low rate gradient ([@bib5]) or a core-to-belt high-to-low rate gradient ([@bib7]). Given our results, both schemes have some merit, but they do not capture the full complexity of the organisation for temporal rates in concentric bands. Furthermore, the maps for amplitude-modulation rate reported in this study ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) indicate that in addition to differential responses between fields a clear gradient can be observed within the fields, particularly in the auditory core.

While earlier human fMRI studies ([@bib14]; [@bib34]; [@bib29]) did not show a clear topographical representation of amplitude modulation rate, two recent studies suggest a topographical gradient for this sound dimension ([@bib1]; [@bib17]). Furthermore, both studies reported an orthogonal relationship of temporal rate and frequency in some auditory areas. The representation of modulation rates reported in [@bib1] in the human auditory cortex resembles the data from the current study with a maximal preference of high rates in the postero-medial cortex surrounded by areas with a preference for lower rates. However, the interpretation of the topographical pattern of this study differs to ours, in proposing a concentric organisation for frequency representation overlapping with an angular representation of modulation rate in contrast to our interpretation of a concentric organisation for modulation rate and an angular representation of frequency in core areas. An important result of this difference is that [@bib1] suggest an orthogonal relationship of frequency and modulation rate representation in the entire auditory cortex while in our case we find such a relationship mainly in the core areas. Furthermore, the study of Barton et al. suggested that each field contained a separate complete amplitude modulation rate gradient in addition to a separate and complete frequency gradient whilst the scheme that we demonstrate in macaques suggests that amplitude modulation rate is represented across multiple areas, none of which contain a complete map. However, a detailed comparison between the two studies is complicated by [@bib1], use of a definition of the auditory fields that is incompatible with the definition commonly used in non-human primates.

The study by [@bib17] focused on human homologues of the auditory core areas (hA1, hR) in the vicinity of the Heschl\'s gyrus. The reported results in these areas are consistent with ours in that they suggest orthogonal relationships of frequency and amplitude modulation rates with similar gradient directions found to those in our study. Finally, a further recent study in humans tested the representation of temporal and spectral features ([@bib33]). The chosen approach differed from our and previous studies in that a computational analysis was applied to test different models of stimulus feature representation. Thus, the emphasis was not on mapping individual rates and frequencies or identifying stimulus gradients. Furthermore, combined spectro-temporal modulations where used as stimuli in addition to pure temporal and spectral modulations. Nevertheless, the study identified an area in postero-medial auditory cortex, just posterior of the medial Heschl\'s gyrus, with a preference for fast temporal rates. Regions anterior and lateral of this area showed a preference for low temporal rates (summarised in Figure 7 of [@bib33]). Based on anatomical relationships in the auditory cortex between human and non-human primates as suggested in [@bib4], such a pattern for temporal rate preference is consistent with the concentric pattern of rate representation observed here.

How does the BOLD response reflect sound modulation responses of single neurons? {#s3-2}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In electrophysiology, neuronal responses to modulation rate are usually divided into two different coding principles: rate coding and temporal coding (e.g., [@bib26]; [@bib25]; [@bib46]), reviewed in [@bib20]. The rate code is a measure of the average number of spikes fired over a defined period of time to the different modulation rates, and the temporal code is a measure of how well the neuron\'s firing synchronises with the amplitude envelope of the stimulus at different modulation rates. The average response of neurons in the cortex shows slightly different best rates for the two measures and some neurons are properly tuned to only one of the two measures ([@bib20]). Different neurons in the auditory cortex of non-human primates have been reported with tuning to modulation rates between 2--120 Hz, measured by temporal response and between 1--250 Hz measured by rate response ([@bib6]; [@bib25]), see also ([@bib20]). However, neurons responding with a synchronised temporal response are rarely tuned to rates above 64 Hz and are preferentially located in primary areas. Neurons demonstrating rate tuning make up the majority of neurons that respond to modulated sounds in-non primary auditory areas and are frequently tuned to rates at 64 Hz and above.

It is not entirely clear which of the two response types are represented by the BOLD response reported in this study. While an increased average firing rate of a local sample of neurons to a certain modulation rate would certainly lead to an increased BOLD response, an increased synchronisation within the same sample of neurons would probably have a similar effect. This is supported by a simulation study which suggested that both types of firing patterns would influence the BOLD response in similar way ([@bib8]). In our study, the range of amplitude-modulation rates represented in the BOLD response and the pattern of areas that respond to specific rates is better matched by response properties reported for single neurons responding with a rate code in non-human primates ([@bib6]; [@bib25]; [@bib5]). Nevertheless, it is also possible that the measured BOLD signal is a response to a combination of rate- and temporal-coding neurons.

Comparison of preferred amplitude modulation rates in humans and monkeys {#s3-3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The responses to different amplitude-modulation rates reported in this study are in line with results from previous electrophysiological studies in other non-human primates ([@bib6]; [@bib25]) in the range of the preferred rates (2--128 Hz) as well as the preferred rates for the different fields. The current study showed the highest preference in A1 for a rate of 32 Hz and to a lesser extent to 8 Hz while similar electrophysiology studies in monkeys additionally highlighted 16 Hz, a rate not used in this study. Human studies ([@bib14]; [@bib16]; [@bib29]) showed slightly lower preferred rates between 2--8 Hz for primary areas while rates above 64 Hz where hardly represented. These species-specific values are consistent with psychophysical comparisons between humans and macaques in an amplitude modulation discrimination task showing average peak sensitivities at lower rates in humans (10--60 Hz) than in macaques (30--120 Hz) ([@bib28]) or even a low-pass function in humans ([@bib43]).

Relevance of amplitude-modulation rate for other temporal response features {#s3-4}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

We demonstrated a topographic map for a specific temporal feature of sound, the rate of amplitude modulation. Temporal variation of sound can also be characterised by other means such as frequency modulation. Furthermore, differences in response latencies in areas at a similar hierarchy level were used as an indicator of the temporal resolution of the local circuits ([@bib24], [@bib22]). Various studies show however that different temporal response measures to different temporal stimulus features are highly correlated. [@bib25], for example, shows a high correlation of single neuron responses in the auditory cortex of non-human primates to amplitude-modulation rate and frequency-modulation rate. Studies in the inferior colliculus showed good correlation of the representation of amplitude-modulation rate and the response latency of neurons in the inferior colliculus ([@bib24], [@bib22]). Furthermore, studies that recorded response latencies across different auditory fields, showed a tendency for longer latencies in rostral fields ([@bib5]; [@bib7]) and belt fields ([@bib7]), consistent with the preference for slower modulation rates we found in these areas. This suggests that preferred amplitude-modulation rate is representative of the processing, or integration, time windows which characterise the time scale over which temporal features are integrated in a particular area or circuit.

Conclusions {#s3-5}
-----------

Here, we demonstrate a systematic, topographical representation of modulation rate in the auditory cortex of a non-human primate, organised, in parts, orthogonally to the established gradient for frequency. The systematic concentric organisation of amplitude-modulation rate that we demonstrate here, could provide an anatomical basis for the analysis of different modulation rates in separate modulation filterbanks ([@bib10], [@bib11]). The superposition of maps of modulation rate and frequency also occurs in the inferior colliculus ([@bib3]) where some higher modulation rates are represented than in the cortex, whilst in the cortex the modulation rates mapped decrease with greater distance from A1. The mapping of distinct dimensions of sound, amplitude-modulation rate and frequency, as distinct vectors in an anatomical space, is analogous to the mapping of polar angle and eccentricity that occurs at all processing levels of the visual system. Representation in the auditory cortex differs, however, in that a complete mapping of modulation rate does not occur within each cortical area, in contrast to the multiple and complete representations of spectral frequency that these areas contain.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Experiment 1, 2 {#s4-1}
---------------

### Animals {#s4-1-1}

The data were obtained from three male macaque monkeys (Macaca mulatta) weighting 9--16 kg. Animals were implanted with a headholder under general anaesthesia and sterile conditions as described in detail previously ([@bib41]). Before scanning, the animals were habituated to the scanner environment. A custom-made primate chair was used to position the animal in the vertical bore of the scanner and head movements were minimised with a head holder. Details of the positioning procedures are given in ([@bib2]). All experiments were carried out in accordance with the UK, Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act (1986), European Communities Council Directive 1986 (86/609/EEC) and the US National Institutes of Health Guidelines for the Care and Use of Animals for Experimental Procedures, and were performed with great care to ensure the well-being of the animals.

### Sound stimuli and presentation (see also [@bib3]) {#s4-1-2}

Sound stimuli were created in MATLAB 7.1 (MathWorks, Natick, USA) with a sample rate of 44.1 kHz and 16 bit resolution. Stimuli for characterising the BOLD response to spectral frequencies were based on a random-phase noise carrier with three different pass-bands, 0.5--1 kHz, 2--4 kHz and 8--16 kHz resulting in three different stimuli that encompassed different spectral ranges. The carriers were amplitude modulated with a sinusoidal envelope of 90% depth at 10 Hz to achieve a robust response in the auditory system. The stimuli for characterising the temporal rates in the amplitude modulation experiment were also based on random-phase noise carrier but had a flat broad-band spectrum from 25 Hz to 16 kHz. This carrier was amplitude modulated at six different rates, 0.5 Hz, 2 Hz, 8 Hz, 32 Hz, 128 Hz and 512 Hz resulting in six different stimuli that covered a broad range of temporal rates identical to the data previously reported from the inferior colliculus ([@bib3]). The duration of all the stimuli was 6 s which included at least three cycles of the modulation in the case of the lowest temporal frequency. This duration is also sufficient for the BOLD response in the auditory cortex of macaques to reach a plateau ([@bib2]). The on- and off-set of the stimulus were smoothed by a linear ramp of 50 ms.

We presented the stimuli in the scanner at an RMS sound pressure level of 75 dB using custom adapted electrostatic headphones based on a Nordic NeuroLab system (NordicNeuroLab, Bergen, Norway). These headphones feature a flat frequency transfer function up to 16 kHz and are free from harmonic-distortion at the applied sound pressure level. Sound pressure levels were verified using an MR-compatible condenser microphone B&K Type 4189 (Bruel & Kjaer, Naerum, Denmark) connected by an extension cable to the sound level meter Type 2260 from the same company.

### MRI hardware and imaging {#s4-1-3}

Data were recorded in an actively shielded, vertical 4.7 T MRI scanner (Bruker Biospec 47/60 VAS) equipped with a Bruker GA-38S gradient system with an inner-bore diameter of 38 cm (Bruker BioSpin GmbH, Ettlingen, Germany). The applied RF transmitter-receiver coil (Bruker) was of a volume bird-cage design that covered the entire head of the animals. Functional and structural data were acquired from 2 mm thick slices that were aligned to the superior temporal plane and covered the temporal lobe. The slices were selected with the help of an additional structural brain scan in sagittal orientation.

### Functional scan parameters {#s4-1-4}

Single-shot gradient-recalled echo-planar imaging sequences were optimised for each subject sharing an in-plane resolution of 1 × 1 mm^2^ and a volume acquisition time (TA) of 1 s. Typical acquisition parameters were: TE: 21 ms, flip angle (FA): 90°, spectral bandwidth: 200 kHz, field of view (FOV): 9.6 × 9.6 cm^2^, 16 slices of 2 mm thickness, with an acquisition matrix of 96 × 96. Each volume acquisition was separated by a 9 s gap to avoid recording the BOLD response to the gradient noise of the previous scan ('sparse design'). In combination with the TA of 1 s this results in a repetition time (TR) of 10 s. The stimuli were presented during the last 6 s of the silent gap. The detailed timing was based on a previous BOLD response time course characterisation in the auditory system of macaques ([@bib2]). Before every other volume acquisition stimuli were omitted to obtain data for a silent baseline. For the frequency experiment a total 720 vol were acquired per session. This resulted in 120 vol per stimulus per session (half of the volumes served for the baseline) or 360 vol per stimulus in total for the three sessions. For the amplitude modulation experiment 540 vol per session were acquired resulting in 45 vol per stimulus per session and 315 vol per stimulus for the combined seven sessions.

### Structural scan parameters {#s4-1-5}

Structural images (T1-weighted) used the same geometry as the functional scans to simplify coregistration. The imaging parameters of the MDEFT (Modified Driven Equilibrium Fourier Transform) sequence were: TE: 6 ms, TR: 2240 ms, FA: 30°, FOV 9.6 × 9.6 cm^2^ using an encoding matrix of 256 × 256 to result in an in-plane resolution of 0.375 × 0.375 mm^2^ per voxel. Structural scans were acquired after each functional session.

### Data analysis {#s4-1-6}

For preprocessing and general linear model analysis we employed the SPM5 software package ([www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/](http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/)) implemented in Matlab 7.1. The data acquired from each animal were analysed separately. Image volumes from each session were realigned to the first volume and the sessions of each experiment were subsequently realigned to each other before smoothing the data with a kernel of 2 mm full-width half-maximum. The time-series were high pass filtered with a cut-off of 300 s to account for slow signal drifts and the data was adjusted for global signal fluctuations (global scaling). In a general linear model analysis for the combined sessions of each experiment, the voxel-wise response estimate coefficients (beta-values) and t-values for the contrast of the different stimuli vs the silent baseline were calculated. Further analysis and data display was performed using custom designed Matlab scripts ([Source code 1](#SD2-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The data were masked retaining only voxels that showed significant values for the combined stimuli vs baseline contrast for each of the two experiments (p \< 0.001; uncorrected for multiple comparisons).

### Frequency/rate contrast maps {#s4-1-7}

The frequency contrast maps were calculated voxel by voxel by subtracting the response estimate coefficients (beta-values) of the low frequency condition (0.5--1 kHz) from the high frequency condition (8--16 kHz). The rate contrast maps were calculated similarly, however the means of the lowest two rates (0.5, 2 Hz) and the highest two rates (128, 512 Hz) were taken before subtracting the response estimate coefficients; see also ([@bib3]). The resulting maps represent the degree of preference for high or low frequencies/rates.

### Best frequency/rate response maps (BF/R-map) {#s4-1-8}

The best frequency/rate response maps were calculated by identifying voxel by voxel for each experiment and animal which of the three frequency conditions or six temporal rate conditions showed the highest t-values. The resulting maps represent the preferred frequency or rate for each voxel.

### Projection of data on anatomical surface {#s4-1-9}

Structural images were segmented using ITKsnap ([http://www.itksnap.org](http://www.itksnap.org/)). The binary image was used to generate a 3D triangulated mesh of the superior temporal plane using BrainVisa suite ([http://brainvisa.info](http://brainvisa.info/)). The data from of the Contrast- and Best-Frequency/rate Maps where then projected on the rendered surface using BrainVisa and taking, for each point on the surface, the data in a sphere of 1.6 mm into account.

### Analysis of gradients {#s4-1-10}

For further analysis the data from the contrast maps on the surface was imported into Matlab as vertex mesh. Auditory fields according to ([@bib15]) were identified based on the gradient reversals of the tonotopic maps; see ([@bib2]) and ([@bib30]) for details, and auditory core/belt borders suggested by myelinisation maps that were estimated from a T1/T2 contrast procedure as described in [@bib18]. For each auditory field the mean gradients of modulation rate and frequency preference were calculated in separate, two dimensional regression analyses as previously described in [@bib3]. The input of the regression analysis was the spatial x and y coordinates and the values from the contrast maps, effectively resulting in gradients of a flat projection of the contrast values for the different auditory fields.

Experiment 3 {#s4-2}
------------

### Subjects {#s4-2-1}

The two male rhesus monkeys that participated in this experiment were identical to subjects M1 and M2 in experiment 1 and 2. Before the scanning sessions, the monkeys were trained to perform a visual fixation task with the head of the animal rigidly positioned with a head holder attached to a cranial implant. The visual fixation task was used to equalise as much as possible attention across runs and minimize body movement and stress during scanning and presentation of the auditory stimuli.

### Stimuli {#s4-2-2}

Sound stimuli were generated at the beginning of each functional run. The stimuli were computed with a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz using an in-house Python program---*PrimatePy*. PrimatePy mainly relies on Psychopy, a psychophysics package ([www.psychopy.org/](http://www.psychopy.org/)). Stimuli were pure tone bursts and were presented in either low-to-high or high-to-low progression of frequencies. Frequencies were 500, 707, 1000, 1414, 2000, 2828, 4000, 5657, and 8000 Hz (half-octave steps). Tone bursts were either 50 ms or 200 ms in duration (inter-stimulus interval 50 ms) and were alternated in pseudo-randomized order during the 2 s block, resulting in a rhythmic pattern of tone onsets. Pure-tone bursts of one frequency were presented for a 2 s block before stepping to the next frequency until all 9 frequencies had been presented. This 18 s progression was followed by a 12 s silent pause, and this 30 s cycle was presented 15 times. A run lasted for 8 min and the two run types with either low-to-high or high-to-low progression, were alternated. Stimuli were delivered through MR-compatible insert earphones (sensimetrics, Model S14, [www.sens.com](http://www.sens.com/)). Scan noise was attenuated by the earphones and by dense foam padding around the ears.

### Behavioural task {#s4-2-3}

The animal performed the visual fixation task during the acquisition of a full time series (8 min). Each time series was followed by a break of about 1 min. The eye position was monitored at 60 Hz with a tracking (camera-based with Infra-Red illumination) of the pupil using iView software (SMI, [www.smivision.com](http://www.smivision.com/), Teltow, Germany). The task was as follow: a fixation target (a small red square) appeared on the centre of the screen, when the eye trace entered within a fixation window (about 2--3 visual degree centred onto the target) a timer started and the fixation target turned green. A continuous visual fixation (no saccades) of a randomly defined duration of 2--2.5 s was immediately followed by the delivery of a juice reward using a gravity-fed dispenser. The reward was controlled by PrimatePy via a data acquisition USB device LabJack (U3-LV, <http://labjack.com/>).

### Magnetic resonance imaging {#s4-2-4}

Functional MRI measurements by blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) contrast consisted of single-shot gradient-echo echo-planar imaging sequences with the following parameters: TR = 1400 ms, TE = 21 ms, 90° flip angle, matrix 92 × 92, FOV 110 mm × 110 mm, in-plane resolution 1.2 × 1.2 mm^2^, slice thickness = 1.2 mm. Functional times series consisted of a continuous acquisition of 343 vol with 20 axial slices acquired with parallel imaging with twofold GRAPPA acceleration using 8-channel array receive coil. The RF transmission was done with the Bruker birdcage volume coil in transmit mode. From the scanner, a TTL pulse signal was triggered at the start of every volume and sent out to PrimatePy via the LabJack for synchronization purposes. In total, a number of 15 runs were acquired (M1:8, M2:7) which represents 15 × 343 = 5145 vol.

Anatomical MR images consisted of two sequences, T1-weighted (T1w) and T2 weighted (T2w) images. The T1w images consisted of a 2D magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo (MPRAGE) sequence with a 130° preparation pulse, TR = 2100 ms, TE = 7 ms, TI = 800 ms, 27° flip angle. The T2w images consisted of a 2D Rapid Acquisition with Relaxation Enhancement (RARE) sequence with TR = 6500 ms, TE = 14 ms, RARE factor 8. The geometry was the same for both T1w and T2w images: matrix 166 × 166, FOV 100 mm × 100 mm, slices thickness 0.6 mm, and 54 axial slices. Because of time constraints, those anatomical scans were acquired during separate scanning sessions but with the same visual fixation task to minimise body motion and stress and to control the animal\'s behaviour.

### Data analyses {#s4-2-5}

MR images were first converted from Bruker file format into 3D (anatomical data) or 4D (x, y, z, t functional data) minc file format (.mnc) using a Perl script pvconv.pl (<http://pvconv.sourceforge.net/>) and next from minc to nifti format using the *minc tools.*

Structural images were resampled at 0.25 mm isotropic voxels with seventh order B-spline interpolation method. Semi-automatic segmentation of the white matter was performed using ITKsnap ([http://www.itksnap.org](http://www.itksnap.org/)). The binary image (after dilation of 0.5 mm) was used to generate a 3D triangulated mesh (including smoothing) using BrainVisa suite ([http://brainvisa.info](http://brainvisa.info/)) and a selection of the sub-surface corresponding to the Lateral Sulcus (LS) was saved into the GIFTI ([www.nitrc.org/projects/gifti/](http://www.nitrc.org/projects/gifti/)) file format.

Raw fMRI data entered a preprocessing stage, including motion correction and spatial smoothing with a Gaussian kernel (FWHM = 1.5 mm). The time-series were further processed using python scripts (nitime and nibabel python libraries). Times series entered a filter with an infinite impulse response (IIR) function to remove fluctuations below 0.02 and above 0.1 Hz. The filtered times series of each voxel was then normalised as percentage of signal change relative to the mean signal of that voxel. For each voxel, cross-correlation between time-series from both run types was computed and time delay between the two signals (argument of the maximum correlation) revealed the preferred frequency. Volumetric preferred frequency maps were then projected onto the 3D cortical surface.
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10.7554/eLife.03256.008

###### 

Directions and relative orientations of amplitude modulation rate and frequency gradients in selected auditory field (based on best rate/frequency maps). Main gradient directions (relative to anterior-posterior axis) and the resulting relative angle (α) between the orientations of the amplitude modulation rate (Rate) and spectral frequency (Frequency) gradients in auditory fields A1, R and CL are listed for two hemispheres (L, R) in three animals (M1-3). Additionally, R^2^ values, p-values and number of data points (n) from the respective 2D regression analysis are included. \* No defined gradient direction due to single best frequency in field.

**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03256.008](10.7554/eLife.03256.008)

10.7554/eLife.03256.011

###### Custom matlab code.

This file includes a collection of custom matlab scripts that were used for analysis and data representation of the manuscript. It is highly recommended to contact the corresponding author for detailed instructions in the use of these scripts and attempts to recreate analysis procedures described in the manuscript.

**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03256.011](10.7554/eLife.03256.011)
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Decision letter

Marder

Eve

Reviewing editor
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,

United States

eLife posts the editorial decision letter and author response on a selection of the published articles (subject to the approval of the authors). An edited version of the letter sent to the authors after peer review is shown, indicating the substantive concerns or comments; minor concerns are not usually shown. Reviewers have the opportunity to discuss the decision before the letter is sent (see [review process](http://elifesciences.org/review-process)). Similarly, the author response typically shows only responses to the major concerns raised by the reviewers.

Thank you for sending your work entitled "The Topography of Frequency and Time Representation in Primate Auditory Cortices" for consideration at *eLife*. Your article has been favorably evaluated by Eve Marder (Senior editor) and 2 reviewers.

In general, the reviewers agreed that the manuscript addresses an interesting question and that it offers important new data. Nonetheless, there are issues about how the data were analyzed that may call into question some of the conclusions, and that will need clarification before a final decision can be made (below).

The question of whether there is another representational gradient in auditory cortex---and what that representation might be---has been an ongoing debate in auditory neuroscience for some time, and has great relevance for models of audition and speech perception. Here the results of Baumann et al. suggest that amplitude modulation rate (varied from 0.5 to 512 Hz) is progressively mapped out over the superior temporal plane, with higher frequencies (∼128 or 32) typically evoking more activation in caudomedial cortex, with responses to progressively lower AM rates extending systematically out anteriorally and laterally. Not only are these results important for understanding non--human primate cortical auditory organization, with the first demonstration of \'amplitude--o--topy\' in monkey but they also provide a vital cross--species link with, and confirmation of, a handful of very recent and somewhat controversial results in the human fMRI literature showing a similar spatial representation of AM. The tonotopic maps from the phase--encoded tonotopy experiment (resampled onto a reconstructed cortical surface) are also of extremely high quality, and extend our knowledge of the range of tonotopic mapping in macaques, and how it might relate to human maps similarly obtained.

Concerns:

There is a lot of emphasis on the direction of the tonotopic and AM gradients, and particularly that they are orthogonal to each other in primary auditory fields. This conclusion may rest on a number of analysis decisions.

First, rather than using data from the full range of stimulated frequencies for calculating gradients, the lowest two frequencies are subtracted from the highest, and the signed difference is plotted. On visual comparison of the full dataset ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, bottom; [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and high--low contrast maps ([Figures 1 and 2](#fig1 fig2){ref-type="fig"}, top), the latter appear to differ in the position/extent of the higher--frequency AM regions. For instance, the medial \'high\' AM rate patch in M1 and M2 in the high minus low map has a more anterior center of gravity than in the 6--frequency map (which includes all of the data). This is particular pronounced in M1, where it considerably more anterior and lateral in the left hemisphere.

Second, the single illustrated gradient direction is strongly contingent upon the definition of the auditory field boundaries. The boundaries are based entirely on borders derived from a combination of the high--low tonotopy contrast maps with an a priori model of auditory field subdivisions based on the Hackett summary schematic. In looking at the figures, I suspect even slight changes to the shape and size of the borders would change the direction quite a lot. Also, it is not clear that the mean gradient is necessarily reflective of the local one if the isofrequency lines are highly curved, which they seem to be in several cases.

It would be much more straightforward for the reader to evaluate the authors\' conclusions if in addition to the current figures, tonotopic and AM gradient maps were calculated for the full datasets (not just high--low, and including phase--encoded map), and shown for each subject/hemisphere. Because the maps are such high quality, the authors might also be able to calculate field sign with the combined maps (see Sereno, McDonald and Allman, 1994 for an exhaustive discussion of complex map depiction).

*Reviewer \#1*:

In the Introduction section: "orthogonal topographical maps." \'Orthogonal\' is quite strong, \'non--parallel\' or non--aligned would be more accurate I think.

In the Introduction it is strange (to say the least) not to cite the two published human fMRI studies that have tested amplitude modulation mapping (e.g., Barton et al., and Herdener et al.), especially when the following statement is made at the end of the second paragraph in the Introduction section: "However, as in humans, no clear topographical organisation of modulation rate across different auditory fields has been demonstrated in non--human primates."

In the beginning of the Results section: Until later in the paper, it is unclear how auditory field borders are being identified. Even then it is unclear how A1/R/RT are defined given the multiple frequency reversals and bands evident in the more complete frequency maps from the \'phase--encoded\' experiment.

Also in the beginning of the Results section: "This directional change of the frequency gradient axis across the core fields, which is often overlooked, is of particular relevance for the relationship of temporal and spectral gradients in these fields (see Discussion)." I found this section here and above difficult to follow because it heavily relies on co--reading the Baumann et al. review paper in Frontiers.

General methods: the AM rates span a very wide range, including ones (128 and 512Hz) that might induce pitch percepts (Burns and Viemeister, 1981, and others). The authors might want to discuss this possibility and how their results would or would not square with this interpretation. My feeling---particularly given the lack of apparent selectivity for 512Hz AM and the often smooth progression of isofrequency contours from 128Hz to 32Hz to 8 Hz---is that it is having a minimal effect if any, but other readers may have a different opinion.

*Reviewer \#2*:

We are not asking you for new experiments to comply, but wish you to see it for your own edification.

"In my opinion, the weakest part of the paper is the discussion about the implications of the study. It would have been of great value to test the bold signal with some complex sounds, in particular monkey vocalizations. This is because the main hypothesis here is the existence of a functional map that represents periodic information that might be useful to preserve relevant behavioral cues. Even when mapping requires well controlled unidimensional variables, as in this paper, amplitude modulation rate might not necessarily be a mechanism for vocal communication. A proof of this is the fact that this cortical map was found without using complex sounds."

10.7554/eLife.03256.010

Author response

*First, rather than using data from the full range of stimulated frequencies for calculating gradients, the lowest two frequencies are subtracted from the highest, and the signed difference is plotted. On visual comparison of the full dataset (*[*Figure 1*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}*, bottom;* [*Figure 3*](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}*) and high--low contrast maps (*[*Figures 1 and 2*](#fig1 fig2){ref-type="fig"}*, top), the latter appear to differ in the position/extent of the higher--frequency AM regions. For instance, the medial \'high\' AM rate patch in M1 and M2 in the high minus low map has a more anterior center of gravity than in the 6--frequency map (which includes all of the data). This is particular pronounced in M1, where it considerably more anterior and lateral in the left hemisphere*.

We appreciate the specific interest in the "best rate/frequency" maps, and the gradient calculations that are derived from this method of representation. These maps provide additional, and to some degree complementary, information on the local preference to the mapped stimulus features compared to contrast maps. Furthermore, the "best frequency" approach is common in previous literature, and is the best approach to demonstrate tonotopic mapping in neurons with narrow tuning similar to that in the ascending pathway. For these reasons we provided both types of maps in the previously submitted version of the article and we are happy to provide an additional gradient analysis for the best frequency/rate approach in the current manuscript. As we highlighted in the modified text of the manuscript (last paragraph in the Results section), the results of this additional analysis generally agrees with the previous analysis based on contrast maps (see also [Supplementary file 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

However, we feel it is important to counter the impression that the best frequency/rate approach is more precise or more accurate than the contrast approach. In fact, our own experience, supported by increasing evidence from independent studies, suggests the opposite when the response of neuronal mass activity is mapped as in the case of the BOLD effect. Data from tonotopy studies show that at the level of MRI voxels containing 100,000 neurons the tuning curve is relatively broad and the peak response difference for distinct frequencies, particularly in the area of the middle frequencies, is small while the differences in the slopes of the tuning curves in more extreme frequency values is preserved (see also Langers et al., 2014). The reason for this effect is probably the heterogeneity of local frequency tuning of neighbouring neurons, which is particularly pronounced in middle frequencies (see Aschauer et al., 2014 for work in rodent: although a different species the basic phenomenon of tonotopic mapping is remarkably preserved across mammalian species and a similar organisation would explain data such as those of Langers). In the previously submitted iteration of this manuscript to *eLife* we have shown that the response to amplitude modulation rate shows similarly broad tuning curves. Thus, the contrast maps for frequency and amplitude modulation rate are more robust and show less inter-individual variability than the best frequency responses.

In the case of the gradient analysis the best frequency/rate approach has a further disadvantage. While the contrast response provides a continuous distribution of preference values, the best frequency/rate maps only contain six discreet values. Hence, a regression analysis is inherently less precise, particularly in areas, such as the belt, where the response is dominated by a single frequency/rate. This leads to lower correlation and less significance of the individual gradients and higher variability across subjects. For these reasons we decided to provide the results for the best frequency/rate gradient analysis in [Supplementary file 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and not in the main section of the manuscript. However, the main gradients for A1 are displayed on the best frequency/rate maps in [Figures 1 and 2](#fig1 fig2){ref-type="fig"} similar to the gradients for the contrast maps.

Additionally, we added the following text to the end of the Results part

"Due to their sparse, non-parametric nature, the best rate/frequency maps are less suited for gradient analysis. Furthermore, in some belt fields that feature a single best frequency, no gradient can be specified. However, for comparison, we provided a respective gradient analysis of the best rate/frequency for the fields with a defined gradient in [Supplementary file 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and the gradients for A1 are highlighted on the respective maps in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. In most cases, the calculated gradient directions in core areas differ little from the analysis based on the contrast maps. The resulting relative angles are also similar with means closer to 110° in core areas (108.5 ± 42.1° for A1, 112.0 ± 55.1° for R). However, the correlation values (r2), p values and the variance across animals and hemispheres are clearly worse, which can be attributed to the sparse nature of the data. This is particularly true for the posterior belt field CL."

*Second, the single illustrated gradient direction is strongly contingent upon the definition of the auditory field boundaries. The boundaries are based entirely on borders derived from a combination of the high--low tonotopy contrast maps with an a priori model of auditory field subdivisions based on the Hackett summary schematic. In looking at the figures, I suspect even slight changes to the shape and size of the borders would change the direction quite a lot. Also, it is not clear that the mean gradient is necessarily reflective of the local one if the isofrequency lines are highly curved, which they seem to be in several cases*.

The main message we convey in this article is the discovery of a systematic, concentric organisation of amplitude modulation rate and its relationship to the previously identified tonotopy gradient. This finding is most obvious from the repeated pattern across two hemispheres and three animals in the maps provided in [Figures 1 and 2](#fig1 fig2){ref-type="fig"}. However, this finding is difficult to quantify as a whole. Thus we decided to test the general pattern and its relationship to tonotopy in generally accepted auditory fields for which the suggested scheme provides precise, testable hypotheses.

We believe that the applied method to define the borders of these widely accepted auditory fields is the best that is currently available. We apologise for not updating our methods paper describing the technique in macaques that is now published ([@bib18]; Frontiers in Neuroscience): the areal mapping distinguishes core and belt based on T1/T2 ratio. While we do not deny that the definition of the borders has some influence on the precise direction of the gradients in these fields, such a change would have no influence on the gradual representation of decreasing amplitude modulation rate as you move away from A1 (the most striking finding in this study) nor its general relationship to the tonotopy gradient.

Reviewer \#1:

*In the Introduction section:* "*orthogonal topographical maps.*" *\'Orthogonal\' is quite strong, \'non--parallel\' or non--aligned would be more accurate I think*.

We have qualified the description in the manuscript (e.g. "approximately orthogonal"). However, we prefer orthogonal to non-parallel or non-aligned because: 1) it not only refers to a directional relationship but also to the idea that this process maps distinct stimulus dimensions irrespective of the exact relative gradient direction, and 2) non-parallel or non-aligned could mean anything but parallel (e.g. could refer to both a ten degree and a five degree relative angle), and is thus not very helpful in describing the finding. While we admit that the identified gradients in the core areas are not precisely perpendicular, this could neither be expected in a biological sample nor would it be necessary to be functionally relevant.

Incidentally, the expression in the Introduction section that the reviewer highlighted is a direct citation that refers to two previous articles.

*In the Introduction it is strange (to say the least) not to cite the two published human fMRI studies that have tested amplitude modulation mapping (e.g., Barton et al., and Herdener et al.), especially when the following statement is made at the end of the second paragraph in the Introduction section:* " *However, as in humans, no clear topographical organisation of modulation rate across different auditory fields has been demonstrated in non--human primates*."

We agree and thank the reviewer for improving the balance of our exposition. We now also include citations to the two mentioned studies in the Introduction, in addition to the subsequent text as previously: "While earlier fMRI studies in humans ([@bib14]; [@bib34]; [@bib29]) reported robust responses to a range of amplitude modulated sounds, but no systematic organisation of rate, two more recent studies suggested an orthogonal relationship of frequency and rate in areas homologue to non-human primate auditory core ([@bib17]) and beyond ([@bib1]). Electrophysiology studies in non-human primates have shown tuning of individual neurons to different modulation rates and suggest a tendency for neurons in primary fields to prefer faster rates than neurons in field higher up the hierarchy ([@bib6]; [@bib25]): see also ([@bib20]). However, no clear topographical organisation of modulation rate across different auditory fields has been demonstrated in non-human primates."

*In the beginning of the Results section: Until later in the paper, it is unclear how auditory field borders are being identified. Even then it is unclear how A1/R/RT are defined given the multiple frequency reversals and bands evident in the more complete frequency maps from the \'phase--encoded\' experiment*.

At this point, it was intended to refer to a methods paper ([@bib18]) that was about to appear at the time of the resubmission. We failed to update the manuscript when the paper with a detailed description of the applied procedure was published just before the resubmission. A brief description of the adaption of the previous procedure and the respective reference are now included in the revised version in the Results and in the Methods.

*Also in the beginning of the Results section:* "*This directional change of the frequency gradient axis across the core fields, which is often overlooked, is of particular relevance for the relationship of temporal and spectral gradients in these fields (see Discussion).*" *I found this section here and above difficult to follow because it heavily relies on co--reading the Baumann et al. review paper in Frontiers*.

We agree that the organisational features that are highlighted in this paragraph are difficult to appreciate without referring to recent findings that are summarised in [@bib4]. A considerable number of recent high resolution imaging studies that describe tonotopic maps in human and non-human primates provide a more complete but also a more complex view of the tonotopic organisation in primates than previous schemes. In the previous version of the manuscript, we provided a summary of these results in a schematic representation in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} to avoid the necessity to consult the mentioned review and other cited literature but for validation of provided schemata. By slightly rearranging the paragraph and by highlighting the schemata in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} at the beginning we hope to improve the structure of this paragraph.

*General methods: the AM rates span a very wide range, including ones (128 and 512Hz) that might induce pitch percepts (Burns and Viemeister, 1981, and others). The authors might want to discuss this possibility and how their results would or would not square with this interpretation. My feeling---particularly given the lack of apparent selectivity for 512Hz AM and the often smooth progression of isofrequency contours from 128Hz to 32Hz to 8 Hz---is that it is having a minimal effect if any, but other readers may have a different opinion*.

It is true that stimuli with periodicities above about 30 Hz onwards are the pitch range of humans as well as of macaques as we recently showed behaviourally ([@bib18]; Frontiers in Perception Science). However, the AM stimuli with noise carrier that we used in this study only elicit a very weak pitch percept. Furthermore, we are currently preparing a manuscript that is describing the response to more salient pitch stimuli with similar rates in the auditory cortex of macaques. Interestingly, the response pattern is considerably different in that case, providing further evidence that the pattern described here is not due to pitch. The response to periodic stimuli with rates above the lower limit of pitch (∼30 HZ) occurs in a region abutting but outside of A1 (see also Griffiths and Hall, J Neurosci, 2012 for case of regular interval noise---we have examined harmonic stimuli since), which is a different pattern to the one here where high rates are represented within A1.

Reviewer \#2:

We are not asking you for new experiments to comply, but wish you to see it for your own edification.

"*In my opinion, the weakest part of the paper is the discussion about the implications of the study. It would have been of great value to test the bold signal with some complex sounds, in particular monkey vocalizations. This is because the main hypothesis here is the existence of a functional map that represents periodic information that might be useful to preserve relevant behavioral cues. Even when mapping requires well controlled unidimensional variables, as in this paper, amplitude modulation rate might not necessarily be a mechanism for vocal communication. A proof of this is the fact that this cortical map was found without using complex sounds*."

We completely agree that the processing of amplitude modulation is highly relevant for animal vocalisations and human speech, as has been highlighted a several behavioural studies. However, at the current stage, the purpose of this study was simply to test whether this temporal dimension is represented in a systematic topographical organisation in the monkey auditory cortex. However, we do not deny that the results presented here could be further used in various ways to look into the interaction of this representation with behavioural results from monkey vocalisations.

[^1]: Main gradient directions (relative to anterior-posterior axis) and the resulting relative angle (α) between the orientations of the amplitude modulation rate (Rate) and spectral frequency (Frequency) gradients in auditory fields A1, R and CL are listed for two hemispheres (L, R) in three animals (M1-3). Additionally, R^2^ values, p-values and number of data points (n) from the respective 2D regression analysis are included.
